Treatment Date: _________________________
A Colorado Pest Management technician will be entering your residence to treat for the
webbing clothes moth. Proper preparation is mandatory requirement for control to be
effective. Please follow these instructions.
1. Pull all furniture and other objects 12-18 inches ways from the walls.
2. Remove as many objects as possible from the floors, and vacuum all rooms
thoroughly.
3. Remove all items from closets
4. Remove all bed linens from every bed and launder.
5. Completely empty all end tables and dressers in bedrooms.
6. Wash all clothing, bedding removed from beds, dressers, end tables, and closets in
hot water including clothing on floors.
7. After the clothing and bedding is clean place these items in plastic bags and tie the
bags securely.
8. The bathroom and bathtub are good areas to store these bags, if space is limited
place the bags in the center of the living room.
9. Lean mattresses, box springs and bed frames against the walls if possible.
10. Waterbeds must be drained and broken down.
11. Do not stack anything on beds, couches, chairs, dressers, end tables or coffee
tables.
12. Cover all televisions, stereo equipment and computers with plastic.
13. Cover fish tanks and turn off pumps.
14. All other pets should be removed for 4-6 hours.
15. Leave a note for the pest control technician advising him of the specific areas you
have seen the insects.
16. Be prepared to leave, and vacate the premises for at least 4-6 hours. You must be
ready to leave when the technician arrives.
17. Ventilate your residence before reoccupying.
18. After the treatment, remake the beds with clean linens.
19. All clothing that contains wool or is dry clean only must be bagged and taken to a
dry cleaner.
20. Place all food, dishes, glasses, and utensils in cupboards, drawers and refrigerators,
if this is not possible, cover items with plastic.
Thank you for your cooperation.

